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Abstract In order for a binocular head to perform op-

timal 3D tracking, it should be able to verge its cam-

eras actively, while maintaining geometric calibration.

In this work we introduce a calibration update proce-

dure, which allows a robotic head to simultaneously fix-

ate, track, and reconstruct a moving object in real-time.

The update method is based on a mapping from motor-

based to image-based estimates of the camera orienta-

tions, estimated in an offline stage. Following this, a fast

online procedure is presented to update the calibration

of an active binocular camera pair. The proposed ap-

proach is ideal for active vision applications because

no image-processing is needed at runtime for the scope

of calibrating the system or for maintaining the cali-
bration parameters during camera vergence. We show
that this homography-based technique allows an active
binocular robot to fixate and track an object, whilst

performing 3D reconstruction concurrently in real-time.
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1 Introduction

The estimation of scene-structure from a binocular im-

age pair is an important task in robot vision. Once the

epipolar geometry between the two cameras is known,

image-features can be matched more easily, and depth

information can be recovered (Hartley and Zisserman,

2004). For an active binocular robot head, which con-

tinuously fixates a moving target, a real-time method

for updating the relationship between the cameras is

required. This will enable the robot to perform 3D re-

construction while actively examining different parts of

the scene, or while tracking a moving object (Grosso

and Tistarelli, 1995; Barreto et al, 2010). Furthermore,

this online calibration update must be computationally

efficient if it is to be used alongside other complex algo-

rithms such as object tracking and 3D reconstruction.

Popeye is an active binocular robot (POP Consor-

tium, 2008), which reproduces the sensory configura-

tion of the human head (Fig. 1). The orientation of the

robot head (pan/tilt) is controlled by motors, as is the

direction of the eyes (version/vergence). The robot can

therefore direct its attention towards the source of an

audio-visual stimulus in its surroundings using sensor

fusion and tracking techniques (Bellotto and Hu, 2010).

The advantage of an active vision system is that infor-

mation about the environment can be gathered more

efficiently, by appropriately re-orienting the cameras.

Hence visual information is combined with motor con-

trol, in a feedback loop, which enables the robot to react

to a dynamic environment (Bajcsy, 1988).
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Fig. 1 The Popeye active binocular robotic head (designed
and built in the Institute for Systems & Robotics, University
of Coimbra, Portugal). The binocular vergence is controlled
by a pair of motors, one below each camera. The pan and tilt
angles of the head are controlled by another pair of motors.

1.1 Previous Work

In order to preserve the calibration of the stereo system

after camera vergence, one could continually recalibrate

the system. This would, however, be very difficult to

perform in real-time. A more efficient method would

be to calibrate the system once, and then to update

this calibration as the cameras move. This technique

was used in (Björkman and Eklundh, 2002), where the

epipolar geometry was updated by extracting informa-

tion from feature correspondences in the current im-

ages. This required an iterative approach to estimate

the stereo-head geometric parameters, which is com-

putationally expensive. Furthermore, such an approach
ignores kinematic information that can be used to im-
prove the real-time performance of the system. The
problem was also tackled in (Hart et al, 2002) who de-

veloped an epipolar-kinematic model in which motor

data is used to compute an updated representation of

the epipolar geometry. The kinematics of the system

are obtained by rotating the cameras and observing
the relationship between the images of two views before
and after the rotation. After this calibration procedure,
the essential matrix (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004) can

be updated, provided that the current settings of the

camera motors are known. This approach allows com-

putation of the essential matrix in real-time. Related

methods can be used to coordinate an active camera
with a static camera (Horaud et al, 2006).

The Popeye robot belongs to a class of active binoc-

ular robot heads with very accurate motors (Shih et al,
1998; Aryananda and Weber, 2004; Beira et al, 2006;
Miwa et al, 2002). Moreover, the design of the eye pan

mechanical structures allows each camera position to be

precisely adjusted to achieve close agreement between

the optical and rotational centres of the cameras. This

permits a direct approach to eppipolar-update, as de-

scribed in section 2. The accuracy and negligible back-

lash of the DC brushed motors ensures the repeatability

of the new method, as demonstrated in section 3.

The present work is closely related to certain auto-

calibration procedures (Hartley, 1997; Ruf and Horaud,

1999; Knight and Reid, 2006), in which constrained

movements are used to estimate the camera parame-
ters. The aim of the present work is somewhat differ-
ent; we estimate a direct mapping from motor-settings

to image-transformations, without explicitly estimating

the calibration parameters.

The paper is organized as follows. The problem defi-

nition and main contributions of this work are stated in

sections 1.2 and 1.3. Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4 describe

the estimation, analysis and synthesis of homographies,

respectively. The new method is based on the statistical

model (3), which allows for uncertainty in the homog-

raphy estimates, as defined in section 2.3. Section 3 de-

scribes the results of experiments using Popeye. The

conclusions of the work are stated in section 4.

1.2 Problem Definition

The problem to be solved is that of compensating for

the effects of known camera-rotations on the images.

This is important for both monocular and binocular

tasks, as described below. The monocular geometry

(which applies equally to the left and right cameras)
will be described first.

The standard pinhole-camera model will be used

to represent the imaging process. The scene and im-
age points will be identified by homogeneous coordi-
nates X ≃ (X,Y, Z, 1)⊤ and x ≃ (x, y, 1)⊤ respec-

tively, where ‘≃’ indicates equality up to a non-zero

scale factor. If the pose of the camera, with respect
to the scene coordinate-system, is represented by the

3× 3 rotation matrix R and 3× 1 translation-vector t ,
then x ≃ A(R |t)X , where A is the upper-triangular

matrix that contains the intrinsic parameters (Hart-

ley and Zisserman, 2004). Now consider two views, V
and Vj , that differ by a rotation of the single camera

described above. Specifically, suppose that the camera

is aligned with the scene-coordinate system, and that

image-points x ∈ V and xj ∈ Vj are observed before

and after a vergence rotation (monocular pan) of angle

θj . It follows that x ≃ A(I |0 )X and xj ≃ A(Rj |0 )X

and therefore

xj ≃ Hjx where Hj ≃ ARjA
−1. (1)

The full-rank 3× 3 matrix Hj represents the homogra-

phy (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004) that maps view V
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Fig. 2 A camera samples the bundle of rays that pass
through the optical centre C . Two different views, separated
by a rotation of θj , are indicated by the planes V and Vj .
Corresponding points x and xj , which are images of X , are
related by a projective transformation H of the projective
space P 2.

to view Vj , as shown in Fig. 2. The matrix Hj will be
analysed in section 2.2.

Now, in the binocular case, let xℓ and xr be corre-

sponding points in the left and right images. The epipo-
lar geometry of the binocular system is expressed by the
constraint x⊤

r F xℓ = 0 where F is the fundamental ma-

trix (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004). If the cameras are

rotated, by angles θℓj , θrj , then the new coordinates

xℓj , xrj will not be compatible with F . However, if ho-
mographies Hℓj and Hrj are available, then the points

can be transformed back to the coordinate system of F ,
so that (H−1

rj xrj)
⊤F (H−1

ℓj xℓj) = 0. Alternatively, F it-

self can be transformed, so that the general epipolar

constraint is

x⊤

rjFj xℓj = 0 where Fj = H−⊤

rj F H−1

ℓj . (2)

The cases Hℓ0 = I and Hr0 = I are defined so that
F0 = F is the original fundamental matrix. The orig-

inal problem, of compensating for binocular vergence,

has now been reduced to that of estimating the homo-

graphies Hℓj and Hrj .

There are two possible ways to estimate these ma-

trices. This is an essentially monocular task, and so
the left/right subscripts will now be suppressed. In the

image-based method, Hj is estimated from 1 ≤ k ≤
N point-correspondences xk ↔ xjk. This method is ac-

curate, but it is also slow, as an additional correspon-

dence problem must be solved after every camera move-

ment. Alternatively, in the motor-based method, the

current motor-angle θj is substituted into the under-
lying rotation matrix Rj which appears in (1). This

method is fast, but the results are inaccurate, owing

to residual misalignment of the optical and rotational

centres (see sec. 2.3).

1.3 Main Contributions

This paper shows that the image-based and motor-based

approaches, as described above, can be combined. The
resulting method has the accuracy of the former ap-
proach, as well as the speed of the latter. An outline of
the new method is given below.

Firstly, in an offline calibration procedure, the image-

based method is used to estimate the homographies Hj

that are induced by a set of motor-angles θj , where

1 ≤ j ≤M , as described in section 2.1. Each estimated

homography determines another angle φj , which is ex-

tracted from the matrix Hj , as described in section 2.2.

The image-based and motor-based angles are theoret-

ically equal, φj = θj . In practice, however, there is a
systematic difference between these parameters, owing

to the optical and mechanical effects described in sec-

tion 2.3. These systematic effects can be represented

by a statistical model f , and a vector of parameters η,

such that

φ ≈ f(θ,η). (3)

If the parameters can be learned, then a homography-

angle φ can be predicted from any current motor-angle

θ, as described in section 2.3. The corresponding ho-

mography Hθ can then be quickly constructed follow-

ing a real-time online procedure described in section

2.4. This method is accurate, because the predicted ho-

mography Hθ must be compatible with the original Hj

at all fitted values θ = θj , where j indexes the M views

that are used to estimate the model (3).

In summary, the main contribution of this paper is

a novel method for real-time epipolar geometry update,

which is applied to an active binocular robotic head. We

demonstrate the validity of this homography-based

method on the Popeye robot, which can simultane-
ously fixate an object, track it over time, and perform

3D reconstruction in real-time.

2 Methods

The update-procedure will now be presented, in order

of execution. Most importantly, section 2.3 introduces

a model and solution for the angle mapping (3).

2.1 Homography Estimation

The initial homographies Hj are estimated by the stan-

dard direct linear transformation algorithm (Hartley
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and Zisserman, 2004). Each homography has eight de-

grees of freedom (3 × 3 minus scale). This means that
k = 1, . . . , N correspondences xk ↔ xjk are required,

where N ≥ 4. It can be shown (Hartley and Zisser-

man, 2004) that each correspondence defines a pair of

homogeneous constraints
(

0⊤

3
−wkx

⊤

jk ykx
⊤

jk

wkx
⊤

jk 0⊤

3
−xkx

⊤

jk

)

hj = 02 (4)

where xk = (xk, yk, wk)⊤, hj =
(

H11

j , H12

j , . . . ,H33

j

)⊤
,

and 0L is the column-vector of L zeros. TheN instances

of the 2×9 matrix on the left of (4) are stacked to form

a single 2N × 9 matrix Gj . A solution for Hj can then

be obtained from the right singular-vector of Gj that
corresponds to the smallest singular value.

2.2 Homography Analysis

Recall from (1) that Hj ≃ ARjA
−1, where Rj is a

rotation matrix. This means that the homography Hj is

a conjugate rotation, having the same eigenvalues as Rj

(Hartley, 1997). Furthermore, Hj can be decomposed

as

Hj ≃ U DjU
−1 (5)

where Dj is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, and Uj is

a matrix of eigenvectors. The decomposition has the fol-

lowing structure (Hartley, 1997; Ruf and Horaud, 1999),

which involves a complex-conjugate pair of eigenvalues:

Dj ≃ diag
(

λj , λ
∗

j , 1
)

where λj = exp(iφj) (6)

and U = (u , v , w). (7)

The angle φj and axis w correspond to the rotation

Rj . The complex vectors u and v represent the circu-

lar points in the plane orthogonal to the rotation axis

(Hartley and Zisserman, 2004). Under pure rotations,

the axis of rotation is fixed, and therefore the matrix U

remains unchanged. In practice, there are M eigenvec-
tor matrices Uj , which are only approximately equal,

owing to misalignment of the optical and rotational cen-

tres. Thus, a synthesis matrix Ū may be chosen as that

associated with the largest motor-angle θj , or estimated

with a suitable averaging procedure in an offline learn-

ing stage.1 Following this, the pre-computed eigenvec-
tor matrix Ū will be used in section 2.4 for homography

synthesis in a real-time online procedure, since only λj

needs to be computed at runtime. The angle φ can be

computed from the motor-rotation θ as described in the

following section.

1 The Ū matrix was obained by computing columns ū and
w̄ as the leading eigenvectors of

∑

j
uju

⊤

j and
∑

j
wjw

⊤

j

respectively, with v̄ = ū∗.

2.3 Motor-Based Parametrization

This section addresses the chief issue, which is the re-

lationship (3) between the motor parameter θ, and the

homography parameter φ. The model f in (3) must ac-
count for two systematic effects. Firstly, the existence of

a ‘pinhole’ optical centre is only an approximation for
real cameras. Secondly, the approximate optical cen-
tre may not coincide with the rotational centre of the
system. This means that camera rotations will be ac-

companied by small translations (Hayman and Murray,

2003). It is important to note that these effects need

only be modelled over a limited range of angles, as de-

termined by the mechanics of the system. Furthermore,

this range has a natural origin, which corresponds to the

straight-ahead camera position. All motor-counts θ are

specified in relation to this origin.

The preceding considerations suggest the zero-offset

linear model φ ≈ η θ, which will be experimentally vali-

dated in section 3. This model states that the M avail-

able angle-pairs {θj , φj} are related by

φj = η θj + ǫj where 1 ≤ j ≤M. (8)

The random errors ǫj are due to the optical and me-
chanical effects described above, as well as to lens dis-

tortion and feature mis-localization. The unknown pa-

rameter η can be estimated, given one or more angle-

pairs.

The estimation procedure requires the definition of

a distance metric in which the observed discrepancies

δ = φ− η θ can be minimized. Two possible metrics are

|δ|R ∈ [0,∞], the standard Euclidean metric on R1, and

|δ|S ∈ [0, 1], an angular metric on the circle S1. These

are respectively defined as

|δ|R =
√
δ2 and |δ|S = 1

2
(1 − cos δ). (9)

The Euclidean metric is not suitable for general angu-

lar problems because, for example, |δ|R 6= |δ + 2π|R.
However, using the Taylor approximation cos(δ) = 1 −
1

2
δ2 + O(δ4), it is clear that

|δ|S = 1

4
|δ|2R + O(δ4). (10)

Hence, for small values of δ, it is possible to use |δ|2R
rather than |δ|S . This is important, because the Eu-
clidean metric is much easier to work with. The ap-

proximation can be quantified by the relative error

ERS(δ) =
abs
(

|δ|S − 1

4
|δ|2R

)

|δ|S
. (11)

The maximum relative error ERS(φj − θj) is 0.12% for

the data-set used here, and so the Euclidean metric will

be used. It will be demonstrated in section 3.3 that the
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results of using |δ|S are, for practical purposes, identi-

cal.

The minimum of the Euclidean error can be found

by setting the derivative d/dη of 1

4

∑N

j |φj − η θj |2R to
zero. This leads to the well-known estimate for the slope

of a regression-line through the origin:

η̂ =

∑M

j θjφj

∑M

j θ2j
. (12)

If the errors ǫj in (8) are normally distributed, pr(ǫj) ∝
exp
(

− 1

2
ǫ2j
)

, then η̂ in (12) is also the Maximum Likeli-

hood estimate of the underlying parameter η.

It is now straightforward, given any motor angle θ,

to compute a predicted homography angle

φ = η̂ θ (13)

by analogy with the original model (8). This predic-
tion, given the estimate η̂, does not involve any other

computations.

2.4 Homography Synthesis

Suppose that a homography angle φ has been predicted

from a motor-angle θ, using the fitted model (13). It is

then possible, by inverting the procedure of section 2.2,

to create a new homography H , as noted in (Hartley

and Zisserman, 2004; Knight and Reid, 2006). First, by

analogy with (6), the eigenvalue matrix is synthesized:

D = diag
(

λ, λ∗, 1
)

where λ = exp(iφ), (14)

and λ, λ∗ are complex conjugates. The coordinates u

and v of the circular points (7) are independent of the

rotation angle. It follows that, by analogy with (5), the

synthesis matrix of eigenvectors Ū can be combined
with D as follows,

H = Ū DŪ−1 (15)

which gives the estimated homography.

The above procedure is performed separately for the
left and right cameras, so that Hℓj and Hrj are ob-

tained from θℓj and θrj , respectively. It is emphasized

that only (13,14 & 15) need to be computed at run-time,

with Ū fixed in advance. The current fundamental ma-

trix Fj is then obtained from H−⊤

rj F H−1

ℓj , as in (2).
Both the offline and online parameter estimation pro-

cedures are detailed in algorithms 1 and 2 respectively.

Algorithm 1 Offline parameter estimation
1. Estimate homographies Hj induced by a set of motor-
angles θj (section 2.1).
2. Eigendecompose Hj to obtain (i) eigenvalues λj , from
which the image-based rotation φj is found, and (ii) a ma-
trix of eigenvectors Ū (section 2.2).
3. Estimate parameters η̂ relating image and motor-based
rotation angles using (12).

Algorithm 2 Online epipolar geometry update

1. Calculate predicted homography angle φ using (13).
2. Create new homography H from synthesized eigenvector
matrix Ū and eigenvalue matrix D as in (14).
3. Update fundamental matrix Fj using the homographies
Hℓj and Hrj representing the rotation of both cameras
using (2).

3 Experiments and Results

In order to evaluate the new approach, a sequence of

tests were carried out using the Popeye robot, as de-

scribed in sections 3.1 and 3.2. The experiments were

set in a laboratory environment in which the Popeye

head was placed in a position to best view any sur-

rounding activity. The resulting data is explored in sec-

tion 3.3, and the assumptions of section 2 are validated.
The performance of the new method is evaluated in sec-
tion 3.4, using an image-based error measure.

3.1 Robot Hardware

The robot’s vision system consists of two PointGrey
colour cameras, which provide images of size 1024×768.

The Popeye head has four rotational degrees of free-
dom, but only the left/right vergence motors are used

for the experimental analysis. The rotations are per-

formed by DC brushed motors, which are controlled

by discrete (and repeatable) angle-steps. The mechan-

ical system also provides a reference position (straight

ahead).

3.2 Calibration Procedure

A practical angular range of operation was chosen to be

±20◦ around the reference position, as shown in Fig. 3.

This range was split into a discrete set of nine views

Vj , each separated by ∆θ = 5◦. The resulting images
are representative of the viewable area of the scene.

Textured cards were fixed to the facing furniture, con-

taining stable calibration features. Each camera was ro-

tated in turn by ∆θ over the whole angular range of

operation, at each step taking a snapshot of the view-

able area. For each view, ten evenly distributed feature-
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Fig. 3 An illustration of the motor-camera calibration proce-
dure. For each camera, a set of images are extracted which are
representative of the viewable area. The relationship between
the motor-angle θ and the homography-angle φ is modelled
by the method described in section 2.3.

points were matched and verified by standard methods
(Hartley and Zisserman, 2004).

The homography matrices mapping each view Vj to
the fronto-parallel position V were then estimated, us-

ing the method of section 2.1. The eigen-decomposition
of 2.2 was then used to extract the homography angle

φj corresponding to each motor angle θj . The linear

model f , that characterizes the relationship between
the motor-angle θ and the homography-angle φ, was

then estimated by the method of section 2.3.

Three calibration runs were performed for each of

the two cameras, giving a total of six data-sets. Note

that the scene-structure is of no particular importance

in these experiments; each image-point could represent

any scene-point on the corresponding ray (as indicated
in Fig. 2). Hence the results generalize immediately to

any scene.

3.3 Exploratory Analysis

The first task is to examine the relationship between

the measured motor angles θj and the estimated ho-
mography angles φj . The mean absolute discrepancy

|θj − φj | is 2.92◦, with a standard deviation of 1.85◦.

The maximum absolute discrepancy is 6.87◦. The data

from the first trial are plotted in Fig. 4. It can be seen

that the discrepancy tends to increase for more extreme

views, in agreement with the model φ ≈ ηθ in (8).

The data can now be used to validate the quadratic

approximation |δ|R of the angular error |δ|S in (9). Note

that the latter is a data-dependent sum of j = 1, . . . ,M

cosinusoids, 1

2

(

1−cos(φj−ηθj)
)

. The small range of the

angular errors means that there is no significant differ-

ence between the minima of the two metrics, as shown
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Fig. 4 Visualization of the relationship between φj (inner
points) and θj (outer points) for the left and right cameras.
The connecting lines would be purely radial if all {θj , φj}
pairs were equal. The area of each translucent sector is pro-
portional to the corresponding angular discrepancy |φj − θj |.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the angular (dashed) and Euclidean
(solid) metrics (9), on the actual data-set. The upper plot
shows periodic form of the angular error. The global min-
imum is well-approximated by a parabola, as in (10). The
least-squares estimate (12) is the minimum of the parabola,
indicated by the vertical line. For the present data, the differ-
ence between the two metrics is insignificant. The lower plot
shows a magnified view.

in Fig. 5. The optimum η for the angular error (found

by numerical minimization) differs from the regression

estimate η̂ in (12) by 1.9 × 10−8.

Having validated the error-metric, the adequacy of

the simple model φ = ηθ + ǫ in (8) must also be con-

firmed. This can be done by plotting the predicted val-

ues φθ = η̂θ in the same form as the observed values

in Fig. 4. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that, with respect

to the predicted values, there is no systematic pattern

in the residuals. This indicates that the linear model is

adequate.

Lastly, the validity of the synthetic homographies
can be checked visually, in the actual images. This is

done by synthetically un-rotating the robot’s current

view, based on the known motor angles and fitted mod-

els, as illustrated in Fig. 7(a)–(c).
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Fig. 6 Visualization of the relationship between φj (inner
points) and φ = η̂θj (outer points) for the left and right
cameras. The angular errors (represented by the translucent
sectors) are greatly reduced with respect to those in Fig. 4
(note that the inner points, representing φj , are unchanged).

(a) A binocular image pair taken from the fronto-
parallel configuration (left camera – right camera).

(b) The left and right cameras are rotated by −10
and +12 degrees respectively, and the homographies
representative of these rotations are calculated.

(c) The estimated homographies are then used to
un-rotate the current images to the original fronto-
parallel views (note: the field of view is truncated).

Fig. 7 Visual validation of the synthesized homographies.

3.4 Quantitative Evaluation

Consider the views V and Vj , separated by an angle θj

and related by homography Hj . Recall that point xk

in V is mapped to point xjk in Vj as xjk ≃ Hjxk (1).
The error of each mapping Hj will now be evaluated

over the N point-pairs in each data-set. The points are

subject to errors in both images, and so the symmetric

transfer error (Hart et al, 2002) is used:

E2
(

Hj

)

=
1

2N

N
∑

k=1

(

d2
(

xk,H
−1

j xjk

)

+ d2
(

xjk,Hjxk

)

)

.

(16)

Here, for example, d2
(

xjk,Hjxk

)

is the squared Eu-

clidean image-distance between the measured point xjk

in Vj and the point Hjxk that is mapped from the ref-

erence view V.

This criterion will be used to quantitatively evalu-

ate the accuracy of the synthesized homographies that

were obtained from the motor-camera model. Matched

points were extracted from the three data-sets, with

left and right views spanning ±20◦ of pan. For each set
of images, the motor-camera calibration procedure was

carried out as described in section 3.2. The estimated

linear relationship between the homography-angles φj

and the motor angles θj can be seen in Fig. 8.

The model parameters were then used to synthesize

the homographies needed to map the scene points from

the fronto-parallel images V to the rotated views Vj at

angles θj . The actual and predicted scene points were
then compared in terms of symmetric transfer error, as

defined in (16). The RMS transfer error, over all six

data sets,2 was 2.09 pixels (in the 1024 × 768 images).

The maximum and standard deviation of the transfer

errors were 3.85 and 0.86 pixels, respectively. The plots

in Fig. 9 show a breakdown of the error across the two
cameras, nine angles and three experimental trials.

3.5 Target tracking and 3D reconstruction

In order to validate the homography-based method in

a real-world setting, the algorithm was used to extend

the capabilities of the Popeye robot by allowing sparse

3D reconstruction during camera vergence movements.
Whereas previously the cameras of the robot were static

and the viewable area constrained to the initial calibra-
tion position of the cameras, it is now possible to allow
the cameras to move and verge on a target of interest
whilst maintaining its calibrated state. A simple gaze

control feedback algorithm was implemented to keep

each camera centred on a target of interest as it moved.

In this scenario, the robot was placed in a room and its

task was to keep track of a human face whilst perform-
ing sparse 3D reconstruction of this area of interest.

The possible movements allowed by the binocular

robot are horizontal head pan rotation, a vertical tilt

movement, and independent pan movements for the

stereo cameras. The camera pan movements are con-

sidered to be independent and we consider the task of

bringing the target position to the center of the cam-

eras as a monocular tracking task, unlike the tracking

in (Pagel et al, 1998), in which the camera movements

were coupled. This leads to a simple update procedure

2 The statistics were computed after excluding the ‘perfect’
values at θ = 0.
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Fig. 8 Homography-angles φj plotted as a function of the
motor-angles θj . Three trials are shown (rows) for each cam-
era (columns). The least-squares regression model is drawn
through the data points. It can be seen that the homogra-
phy/motor relationship is approximately linear, with a slope
η < 1. The dashed line, for comparison, has unit slope.

to bring the object of interest to the centre of each cam-

era:

δθ ∝ arctan

(

δx
fx

)

δψ ∝ arctan

(

δy
fy

)

(17)

where δθ and δψ are the damped pan and tilt eye motor

rotations necessary to keep track of a moving target
under stability. The damping factor for each motor ξ

was found by giving a step-input in the form of a fixed
face target to the active head. The motor response was

plotted for varying ξ in Fig. 10, and the parameters
close to critical damping were chosen.

The commonly used Viola-Jones face detection al-

gorithm (Viola and Jones, 2004) was used to return

the position of a single face in each of the camera im-

ages. Feature points within this face area were found

using an interest point detector (Harris and Stephens,
1988). A more recent method inspired by human vi-
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Fig. 9 Symmetric transfer error (16) as a function of the ho-
mography angle θj (in images of size 1024×768). Three trials
are shown (rows) for each camera (columns), as in Fig. 8. The
vertical bars indicate the spread ±σ of the errors around the
corresponding mean. Note that H0 = I , by definition, and so
there is no error at θ = 0.

sual attention (Frintrop and Jensfelt, 2008) can easily

be incorporated to determine a region of interest in the

image. The detected feature points were matched af-

ter limiting the search-space, for each point, to a region

around the conjugate epipolar line. The matched points

were then triangulated and plotted in euclidean space
as shown in Fig. 11(a)–(c). The complete system runs in
real-time (approx. 6fps), with all image-processing im-

plemented on standard PC hardware. A demonstration

of the system in operation can be seen in the attached

multimedia file3.

4 Conclusion

The results described in section 3.4 show that the new

method of homography-generation is sufficiently accu-

3 Visit: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jcIK8AMoejo
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Fig. 10 Response of the active binocular head motors to a
step input. A static face was detected and the cameras rotated
to fixate on the face. The damping factor was tuned so as to
give a fast rise-time with minimal overshoot.

rate for practical use. For example, the method can be

used to predict the coordinates of image-features, after

controlled rotations of the cameras. The method is also

useful for binocular vision, in which the fundamental

matrix is updated as described in section 1.2. Further-

more, the new method is also fast, because the mapping
from motor settings to image transformations is only es-
timated once. No additional point-correspondences are

needed at run-time, and so computationally expensive

feature-extraction and matching is avoided. The meth-

ods described here have enabled active tracking and

image-stabilization to be performed in real-time by the

Popeye robot.
Future work will consider more complicated mod-

els for the mapping φ ≈ f(θ,η) which relates the mo-

tor and homography angles (3). It is expected that the

method can be extended, in this way, to systems that

have poor alignment between the optical and rotational

centres. Finally, the idea of estimating the relation-

ship between control-based and image-based parame-

ters could be applied to other visual processes, such as

active zoom. ??
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